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1 Nordic records and Nordic Trophy in hang and 
paragliding 

The purpose of this document is to describe how record claims are approved as Nordic 

records. 

 

This document describes how the national and Nordic organizations shall work to 

approve a Nordic record. 

 

This document also describes the procedures for the Nordic Trophy. 

 

1.1 Who may set a Nordic record where? 

The Nordic records are not recognized by CIVL or FAI. The NHPC is the sole 

organization sponsoring the Nordic records. The NHPC make the final decisions about 

the Nordic records, and complaints must be handled to the NHCP for evaluation. 

 

Any pilot with a Nordic hang or paragliding license may set a Nordic record. 

 

A record flight must have started within the geographical borders of the Nordic countries. 

There is no requirement that it must be started from within the pilots own country. This 

makes it possible for pilots from geographically or airspace challenged countries to set 

new records by traveling, and makes the competition for the Nordic records fairer. 

    

1.2 Listing of records 

The current standings shall be available on the web, and updated no later than 1/1 each 

year. 

 

2 Disciplines 
The disciplines and tasks for Nordic records are the same as described in FAI General 

Section, and CIVL Section 7, with records for General, Female and Multiplace (Tandem) 

pilots. Currently the following disciplines are valid for each class in hang/paragliding;  

 

 Straight distance 

 Straight distance to a declared goal 

 Out and return distance 

 Distance around a triangular course 

 Speed around triangular courses of 25, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 300 km 

 Speed over out and return distances of 100, 200 and 300 km 

 Gain of height 
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3 Approval of new records 

3.1 National approval 

The national organization must approve the record as a new national record before it can 

be submitted for Nordic approval. The national criteria for approval shall follow FAI 

General Section, and CIVL Section 7 in such a way that there are no major differences in 

the record approval criteria between the Nordic countries. 

 

400m cylinders are counted as a valid TP for a Nordic record flight, when distance 

calculations are from the center of the TP. This is done for simplicity and to be 

compatible with the running of the online XC contests in the Nordic region. 

 

All technical verification of the flight and record claim must be done on national level. 

The NHPC will disregard any claims that are not approved and delivered by the national 

associations. 

 

3.2 Nordic approval 

The Nordic approval is done once a year by the NHPC meeting. The country 

representatives must bring a list of nationally approved new records to the meeting. The 

meeting will compare the claims, and decide on what flights are valid as new Nordic 

records. 

 

Each nation should enclose a brief description of the national approval procedures with 

the records, to make sure the claims are comparable between nations. 

 

The NHPC meeting shall not do any technical verification of the record claims. 
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4 Flight data 
A claim for a new Nordic record shall include 

 

 Pilot name 

 Pilot FAI number 

 Glider make and model used 

 Flight date 

 Record claim, flight time and distance 

 Take off and landing points 

 

Or 

 

 Flight entry in the international flightlog including all data above, and a valid 

GPS tracklog 

 

The pilots/organizations are asked to provide a digital photo of the pilot(s) to be used on 

the records website. 
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5 Nordic Trophy 
The Nordic trophy is given to the longest distance flights for each class in the Nordic 

countries every year. There is one trophy for HG and one for PG, no differentiation of 

classes. The flights are compared in the following way; 

 

 Open distance count with task distance. 

 Declared flight via turnpoints count with task distance. 

 Declared goal flight count with multiplication factor of 1,5. 

 Out and return flight count with multiplication factor of 2. 

 Triangle flight count with distance multiplication factor of 3.  

 

The distance is calculated to the nearest 100 meters, and points are rounded to nearest 

point after multiplying factors have been applied, in case of equal points after rounding 

the trophy or record is shared among the pilots. 

 

The representatives are asked to bring a list of the longest flights to the NHPC meeting, 

where the winning flights will be decided. 

 

5.1 The “Wandering” Nordic Trophy 

The Nordic Trophy is given to the organization of the winning pilot, where it will be 

engraved with the following details in two lines;  

Pilot name and country  (Example: Jonathan Livingston, NOR) 

Flight date, distance and type (Example:  17-05-03, 123km FAI triangle) 

 

The flight types are described as one of the following  

 open distance 

 declared task 

 declared goal 

 out&return 

 triangle 

 

The Nordic Trophy shall stay at the winning organization, and be brought back to the 

NHPC meeting every year by the relevant representatives. If the last years winning 

country does not send any representatives, the trophy shall be sent directly to the winning 

organization. 

 

5.2 Pilot’s Nordic Trophy 

The pilots who made the winning flight shall have a trophy to own. Last years winning 

nation’s organizations purchase and bring new trophies for the next winning pilots to the 

HNPC meeting. 

 

The pilot trophy shall be in the range of €25 per trophy. 
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6 Appendix 1, Nordic Trophy winners 
This list shall be updated by the NHPC each year. 

 

6.1 Hanggliding 

Year Pilot Nation Task, distance Total 

2000 ?    

2001 ?    

2002 Anders Andersson Sweden 157 km FAI Triangle 471 points 

2003 Antti Nummelin Finland 309 km Open Distance 309 points 

2004 Olav Opsanger Norway 150 km Out&Return 300 points 

2005 Olav Opsanger Norway 101 km FAI Triangle 303 points 

2006 Olav Opsanger Norway ? ? 

2007 ?    

2008 Lars Bo Johansen Norway 141 km FAI Triangle 423 points 

2009 Olav Lien Olsen Norway 163 km Open Distance 163 points 

2010 Lars Bo Johansen Denmark 100 km FAI Triangle 300 points 

2011 Kristoffer Nielsen Denmark 106,6 km FAI Triangle 320 points 

 

 

6.2 Paragliding 

Year Pilot Nation Task, distance Total 

2000 ?    

2001 ?    

2002 ?    

2003 Ari Sahlstöm Finland 51 km FAI Triangle 154 points 

2004 Jouni Makkonen Finland 192 km Open Distance 192 points 

2005 Sindre Hauglum Norway 52 km FAI Triangle 156 points 

2006 Jouni Markkonen Finland ? ? 

2007 ?    

2008 Daniel Bjørkås Norway 245 km Open Distance 245 points 

2009 John Bjørnback Norway 215 km Open Distance 215 points 

2010 Tom Salamonsen,  

Arne Kristian Boiesen 

Norway 154 km Open Distance 154 points 

2011 Tom Salamonsen Norway 65,9 km FAI Triangle 198 points 

 


